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Abstract

Microblogging services allow users to create hashtags to categorize their posts. In recent years,
the task of recommending hashtags for microblogs has been given increasing attention. However,
most of existing methods depend on hand-crafted features. Motivated by the successful use of
long short-term memory (LSTM) for many natural language processing tasks, in this paper, we
adopt LSTM to learn the representation of a microblog post. Observing that hashtags indicate
the primary topics of microblog posts, we propose a novel attention-based LSTM model which
incorporates topic modeling into the LSTM architecture through an attention mechanism. We
evaluate our model using a large real-world dataset. Experimental results show that our model
significantly outperforms various competitive baseline methods. Furthermore, the incorporation
of topical attention mechanism gives more than 7.4% improvement in F1 score compared with
standard LSTM method.

1 Introduction

Over the past few years, microblogging has experienced tremendous success and become very important
as both a social network and a news media. There is a significant amount of information generated every
day. To facilitate the navigation in the deluge of information, microblogging services allow users to insert
hashtags starting with the “#” symbol (e.g., #followfriday) into their posts to indicate the context or the
core idea. In this way, hashtags help bring together relevant microblogs on a particular topic or event and
enhance information diffusion in microblog services. It has been proven that hashtags are important for
many applications in microblogs (Efron, 2010; Bandyopadhyay et al., 2012; Davidov et al., 2010; Wang
et al., 2011; Li et al., 2015). However, not all microblog posts have hashtags created by their authors.
Reported in a recent study, only about 11% of tweets were annotated with one or more hashtags (Hong et
al., 2012). Hence, the task of recommending hashtags for microblogs has become an important research
topic and attracted much attention in recent years.

Existing approaches to hashtag recommendation range from classification and collaborative filtering to
probabilistic models such as naive Bayes and topic models. Most of these methods depend on sparse lex-
ical features including bag-of-word (BoW) models and exquisitely designed patterns. However, feature
engineering is labor-intensive and the sparse and discrete features cannot effectively encode semantic
and syntactic information of words. On the other hand, neural models recently have shown great poten-
tial for learning effective representations and delivered state-of-the-art performance on various natural
language processing tasks (Cho et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2015; Rush et al., 2015). Among these methods,
the long short-term memory (LSTM), a variant of recurrent neural network (RNN), is widely adopted due
to its capability of capturing long-term dependencies in learning sequential representations (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997; Gers et al., 2000; Palangi et al., 2016).

In this work, we model the hashtag recommendation task as a multi-class classification problem. A
typical approach is to adopt LSTM to learn the representation of a microblog post and then perform text
classification based on this representation. However, a potential issue with this approach is that all the
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Figure 1: Illustration of hashtags of a microblog post and its topic distribution. The example post has a
high probability in a travel topic (Topic 9). Words that are related to the topic (marked in red bold) can be
selected through the topic distribution of the post. Using these words, we can predict its hashtag #travel.

necessary information of the input post has to be compressed into a fixed-length vector. This may make
it difficult to cope with long sentences (Bahdanau et al., 2015). One possible solution is to perform an
average pooling operation over the hidden vectors of LSTM (Boureau et al., 2011), but not all words in
a microblog post contribute equally for hashtag recommendation. Inspired by the success of attention
mechanism in computer vision and natural language processing (Mnih et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Luong et al., 2015), we investigate the use of attention mechanism to automatically capture the
most relevant words in a microblog to the recommendation task. Furthermore, it has been observed that
most hashtags indicate the topics of a microblog (Ding et al., 2012; Godin et al., 2013), as illustrated
in Figure 1. To this end, we propose a novel attention-based LSTM model which incorporates LDA
topics of microblogs into the LSTM architecture through an attention mechanism. By modeling the
interactions between the words and the global topics, our model can learn effective representations of
microblogs for hashtag recommendation. Experimental results on a large real microblogging dataset
show that our model significantly outperforms various competitive baseline methods. Furthermore, the
incorporation of topical attention mechanism gives more than 7.4% improvement in F1 score compared
with standard LSTM method.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We thoroughly investigate several neural attention-based models for hashtag recommendation.

• We propose a novel attention-based LSTM model that incorporates topics of microblog posts in-
to the LSTM architecture through an attention mechanism. Experiments on data from a real mi-
croblogging service show that our model achieves significantly better performance than various
state-of-the-art methods.

2 Background

Before going to the details of our method, we provide some background on two topics relevant to our
work: the attention mechanism and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

2.1 Attention Mechanism

Attention-based models have demonstrated success in a wide range of NLP tasks including sentence
summarization (Rush et al., 2015), reading comprehension (Hermann et al., 2015) and text entailmen-
t (Rocktäschel et al., 2016; Wang and Jiang, 2016). The basic idea of the attention mechanism is that it
assigns a weight to each position in a lower-level of the neural network when computing an upper-level
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representation (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015). Bahdanau et al. (2015) made the first attempt
to use an attention-based neural machine translation (NMT) approach to jointly translate and align word-
s. The model is based on the basic encoder-decoder model (Cho et al., 2014). Differently, it encodes the
input sentence into a sequence of vectors and chooses a subset of these vectors adaptively through the
attention mechanism while generating the translation.

In this work, we adopt the attention mechanism to scan input microblog posts and select key words to
hashtag recommendtaion. Motivated by Bahdanau et al. (2015), we first investigate a vanilla attention-
based LSTM model, which is referred to as VAB-LSTM in Section 4.2.1. In VAB-LSTM, we use the
last hidden vector from the LSTM that processes a post as the global representation of that post and
incorporate attentions to measure the interactions between each word and the global representation. Then
we further compare it with our proposed topical attention-based LSTM model.

2.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

Topic models have been a powerful technique for finding useful structures in a collection of documents.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) is a well-developed and widely-used topic model
for inferring the semantic meaning of documents through a set of representative words (topics). It models
a document as a mixture of latent topics. In LDA, each document of the corpus is assumed to have a
distribution over K topics, where the discrete topic distributions are drawn from a symmetric Dirichlet
distribution. The high probability words in each distribution gives us a way of understanding the contents
of the corpus at a very high level.

Given a collection of microblog posts, LDA is able to learn a sparse topic representation for each post.
The topic representation is viewed as a kind of global semantic information of a post, which we can
utilize to learn the interactions between each words and the whole microblog post.

3 The Approach

In this section, we will present our proposed model for hashtag recommendation. We formulate the
hashtag recommendation task as a multi-class classification problem. It has been observed that hashtags
indicate the primary topics of microblog posts (Ding et al., 2012; Godin et al., 2013). To incorporate
the topics of microblogs, we take into account the attention mechanism and develop a novel Topical
Attention-Based LSTM model, or TAB-LSTM for short. The basic idea of TAB-LSTM is to combine
local hidden representations with global topic vectors through an attention mechanism. We believe that
in this way our model can capture the importance of different local words according to the global topics
of a microblog post.

Our overall model is illustrated in Figure 2. The model mainly consists of three parts, namely, LSTM
based sequence encoder, topic modeling, and topical attention. In the rest of this section, we will present
each of these three parts in detail. A basis of all three parts is that each word is represented as a low
dimensional, continuous and real-valued vector, also known as word embedding (Bengio et al., 2003;
Mikolov et al., 2013). All the word vectors are stacked in a word embedding matrix Lw ∈ Rdim×|V |,
where dim is the dimension of word vector and |V | is vocabulary size. We pre-train the values of
word vectors from text corpus with embedding learning algorithms to make better use of semantic and
grammatical associations of words (Mikolov et al., 2013). Given an input microblog s, we take the
embeddings xt ∈ Rdim for each word in the microblog to obtain the first layer. Hence, a microblog post
of length N is represented with X = (x1,x2, ...,xN ).

3.1 LSTM based Sequence Encoder

LSTM is special form of recurrent neural networks (RNNs), widely used to model sequence data. LSTM
uses input gate, forget gate and output gate vectors at each position to control the passing of informa-
tion along the sequence and thus improves the modeling of long-range dependencies (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997).

Given a microblog X = (x1,x2, ...,xN ), LSTM processes it sequentially. For each position xt, given
the previous output ht−1 and cell state ct−1, an LSTM cell use the input gate it, the forget gate ft and
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Figure 2: The graphical illustration of the proposed topical attention-based LSTM model (TAB-LSTM).

the output gate ot together to generate the next output ht and cell state ct. The transition equations of
LSTM are defined as follows:

it = σ(Wixt + Uiht−1 + bi)

ft = σ(Wfxt + Ufht−1 + bf )
ot = σ(Woxt + Uoht−1 + bo)
ct = ft � ct−1 + it � tanh(Wcxt + Ucht−1 + bc)
ht = ot � tanh(ct)

(1)

where� stands for element-wise multiplication, σ is the sigmoid function, all W ∈ Rd×l and U ∈ Rd×d

are weight matrices, all b ∈ Rd are bias vectors.
The output of LSTM layer is a sequence of hidden vectors [h1,h2, ...,hN ]. Each annotation ht con-

tains information about the whole input microblog with a strong focus on the parts surrounding the t-th
word of the input microblog.

3.2 Topic Modeling

In TAB-LSTM, we propose an topical attention to introduce a series of attention-weighted combinations
of these hidden vectors using the external topical distribution. We use LDA to learn the topic structures
of microblogs and the model is trained offline. Specifically, given a set of microblog posts S, where
each post s ∈ S contains Ns words {ws,1, ws,2, ..., ws,Ns}, LDA makes the following assumptions.
There exist K topics, each associated with a multinomial word distribution ϕk. Each post has a topic
distribution θs in the K-dimensional topic space. Each word in a microblog post has a hidden topic
label drawn from the post’s topic distribution. Formally, the generative process of LDA is described as
follows:
• For each topic k = 1, ...,K, draw ϕk ∼ Dir(β)
• For each microblog post s ∈ S, draw θs ∼ Dir(α)
• For each word ws,n, draw zs,n ∼Multi(θs) and ws,n ∼Multi(φzs,n)

where α and β are parameters of the Dirichlet priors, θs is the topic distribution we will incorporate in
our model.
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3.3 Topical Attention
Taking all hidden states [h1,h2, ...,hN ] and the external topic vector θs ∈ RK×1, the topical attention
layer outputs a continuous context vector vec ∈ Rd×1 for each microblog post s. The output vector is
computed as a weighted sum of each hidden state hj :

vec =
N∑

j=1

ajhj (2)

where d is the hidden dimension of LSTM, aj ∈ [0, 1] is the attention weight of hj and
∑

j aj = 1.
Next, we will introduce how we obtain [a1, a2, ..., aN ] in detail. Specifically, for each hj , we use the

following equation to compute scores on how well the inputs around position j and the topic distribution
θs match:

gj = v>a tanh(Waθs + Uahj) (3)

where K is the number of topics, Wa ∈ Rd×K , Ua ∈ Rd×d and va ∈ Rd×1 are the weight matrices.
After obtaining [g1, g2, ..., gN ], we feed them to a softmax function to calculate the final weight scores
[a1, a2, ..., aN ].

Finally, we use the output from the topical attention layer as the embedding of the microblog from our
deep neural network. We feed the output vector vec to a linear layer whose output length is the number of
hashtags. Then a softmax layer is added to output the probability distributions of all candidate hashtags.
The softmax function is calculated as follows, where M is the number of hashtag categories:

softmax(mi) =
exp(mi)∑M

i′=1
exp(mi′ )

(4)

3.4 Model Training
We model hashtag recommendation as a multi-class classification task. We train our model in a super-
vised manner by minimizing the cross-entropy error of the hashtag classification. The loss function is
given below:

J = −
∑
s∈S

∑
t∈tags(s)

log p(t|s) (5)

where S stands for all training instances, tags(s) is the hashtag collection for microblog s.

4 Experiments

We apply the proposed method to the task of hashtag recommendation to evaluate the performance. In
this section, we first describe our dataset and experimental settings, then the results and analysis.

4.1 Dataset
Our dataset is constructed from a large Twitter dataset which spans the second half of 2009 (Yang and
Leskovec, 2011). We collect a dataset with 185,391,742 tweets from October to December 2009. Among
them, there are 16,744,189 tweets including hashtags annotated by users. We randomly select 500,000
tweets as training set, 50,000 tweets as development and test set respectively. The statistics of our dataset
is shown in Table 1.

# Tweets # Hashtags Vocabulary Size Nt(avg)
600,000 27,720 337,245 1.308

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset, Nt(avg) is the average number of hashtags in the dataset.
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4.2 Experimental Settings

4.2.1 Baseline Methods

For comparison, we consider the following baseline methods:
• LDA: We use the LDA based method proposed by Krestel et al. (2009) to recommend hashtags.
• SVM: We build a multi-class SVM classification model (Hearst et al., 1998) with LibSVM. The

feature we use are word embedding features with 300 dimension. We believe that comparing to Bag-of-
words, word embedding features can capture deep semantic information of the microblog posts. SVM
parameters are chosen by grid search on the development set.
• TTM: The topical translation model is proposed by Ding et al. (2013) for hashtag extraction. We

implement their method for evaluating it on the corpus constructed in this work.
• LSTM: We regard the last hidden vector from LSTM as the microblog representation. Then we feed

it to a linear layer whose output length is the number of hashtags. Finally, a softmax layer is added to
output the probability distributions of all candidate hashtags.

We also compare two degenerate versions of our model TAB-LSTM as follows.
• AVG-LSTM: We perform an average pooling operation on the hidden vectors at each position of

LSTM that processes a post, and use the result as the representation of that post.
• VAB-LSTM: In this model, we use the last hidden vector from the LSTM that processes a post as

the global representation of that post and incorporate attentions to measure the interactions between each
word and the global representation. This method is similar to our model except that we replace the topic
distribution θs with the last hidden vector hN in Equation (3).

4.2.2 Experimental Setup

We perform hashtag recommendation as follows. Suppose given an unlabeled dataset, we first train our
model on training data, and save the model which has the best performance on the validate dataset. For
the microblog of the unlabeled data, we will encode the microblog post through our proposed model.
We train four types of neural models including LSTM, AVG-LSTM, VAB-LSTM and our proposed
model TAB-LSTM. For each of the above models, the sentences of length is up to 40 words. We set
the dimension of all the hidden states of the LSTMs to be 500. We use a minibatch stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) algorithm together with the Adam method to train each model (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
The hyperparameters β1 is set to 0.9 and β2 set to 0.999 for optimization. The learning rate is set to be
0.001. The batch size is set to be 100. For TAB-LSTM, we tested with different numbers of LDA topic
size K and found K = 100 is an optimal setting.

For both our models and the baseline methods, we use the validation data to tune the hyperparameters,
we report the results of the test data in the same setting of hyperparameters. Furthermore, the word
embeddings used in all methods are pre-trained from the original twitter data released by (Yang and
Leskovec, 2011) with the word2vec toolkit (Mikolov et al., 2013).

We use hashtags annotated by users as the golden set. To evaluate the performance, we use precision
(P ), recall (R), and F1-score (F ) as the evaluation metrics. The same settings are adopted by previous
work (Ding et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2013; Gong et al., 2015).

4.3 Comparison to Other Methods

In Table 2, we compare the results of our method and the state-of-the-art discriminative and generative
methods on the dataset. TAB-LSTM denotes our proposed model. We have the following observations.
(1) First of all, SVM performs much better than LDA, showing that the embedding features capture
more semantic information than bag-of-words (BoW). (2) Both TAB-LSTM and the degenerate models
significantly outperform the baseline methods LDA, SVM and TTM. The results demonstrate that the
neural network can achieve better performance on this task. (3) If we compare TAB-LSTM with LSTM
and AVG-LSTM, we can see that TAB-LSTM improves the F1-score by nearly 7.4% in the same setting
of parameters, showing that incorporating attention mechanism is useful. (4) Using topical attention,
TAB-LSTM outperforms VAB-LSTM, which shows the effectiveness of topic information for this task.
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Methods Precision Recall F1-score
LDA 0.098 0.078 0.087
SVM 0.238 0.203 0.219
TTM 0.324 0.280 0.300
LSTM 0.470 0.404 0.434
AVG-LSTM 0.472 0.405 0.436
VAB-LSTM 0.489 0.419 0.452
TAB-LSTM 0.503 0.435 0.467

Table 2: Evaluation results of different methods for hashtag recommendation. The dimension of word
embeddings is set to be 300 for all methods. All improvements obtained by TAB-LSTM over other
methods are statistically significant within a 0.99 confidence interval using the t-test.

Considering that many microblog posts have more than one hashtags, we also evaluate the top k
results of different methods. Figure 3 shows the precision, recall, and F1 curves of LDA, SVM, TTM,
LSTM and TAB-LSTM on the test data. Each point of a curve represents the extraction of a different
number of hashtags, ranging from 1 to 5. From Figure 3, we can see although the precision and F1-score
of TAB-LSTM decreases when the number of hashtags is larger, the performance of TAB-LSTM still
outperforms the other methods. In addition, the relative improvement on extracting only one hashtag is
higher than that on more than one hashtags, showing that it is more difficult to recommend hashtags for
a microblog post with more than one hashtags.
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Figure 3: Precision, Recall and F1 with recommended hashtags range from 1 to 5.

4.4 Parameter Sensitive Analysis
We further investigate the effect of hyperparameters to the performance. First, we vary the values of topic
size K while fixing the other parameters. We’ve tried various settings with K = 50, 100, 150, 200 when
training the topic models with LDA. Results in Table 3 show that the best results are achieved when K
is larger than 100.

Methods Precision Recall F1-score
Attn50 0.492 0.422 0.454
Attn100 0.503 0.435 0.467
Attn150 0.501 0.432 0.464
Attn200 0.499 0.431 0.463

Table 3: Precision, Recall and F1 of TAB-LSTM with different number of topics when the dimension
of word vectors is set to be 300.

It is well accepted that a good word embedding is crucial to composing a powerful text representation
at a higher level. Next, we would like to study the effects of different word embeddings. Table 4 shows
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the precision, recall and F1-score when we vary the dimension of word embeddings. We find a larger
dimension of word embedding is more effective for this task.

Methods Precision Recall F1-score
Emb50 0.470 0.403 0.434
Emb100 0.487 0.419 0.450
Emb200 0.495 0.425 0.457
Emb300 0.503 0.435 0.467

Table 4: Precision, Recall and F1 of TAB-LSTM with different dimension of word embeddings when
the number of topics is 100.

4.5 Qualitative Analysis
We also perform qualitative analysis of our results. In Figure 4, we compare the attention heat maps
learned by TAB-LSTM and VAB-LSTM of two example microblog posts. In the first example, hashtag
#H1N1 is correctly recommended by TAB-LSTM because the word H1N1 is selected by the topic of
this post, while in the case of VAB-LSTM, H1N1 is not selected. In the second example, both hashtags
are correctly predicted by TAB-LSTM, while VAB-LSTM missed the word “ff”, which is short for
#followfriday.

H1N1 taking hold on Istanbul. Many children got infected in 
last few days my son included. But there are no vaccines at 

my doc's office and there's a Tamiflu shortage. #H1N1

I should not forget to mention another great people ff 
cancerwarrior.  @onetaiya gotta keep getting people to be 

aware that she is a great advocate. #cancerwarrior #ff

H1N1 taking hold on Istanbul. Many children got infected in 
last few days my son included. But there are no vaccines at 

my doc's office and there's a Tamiflu shortage. #H1N1

I should not forget to mention another great people ff 
cancerwarrior.  @onetaiya gotta keep getting people to be 

aware that she is a great advocate. #cancerwarrior #ff

TAB-LSTM VAB-LSTM

Figure 4: Attention heat maps for two example microblog posts.

5 Related Work

There has been a variety of work proposed for hashtag recommendation in the past few years. Zangerle
et al. (2011) exploit the similarity between tweets. For a given tweet, they first retrieve its similar tweets
and then rank the hashtags by their usage on the most similar tweets. Sedhai and Sun (2014) formulate
hashtag recommendation task as a learning to rank problem. They represent each candidate hashtag
as a feature vector and use pairwise learning to rank method to find the top ranked hashtags from the
candidate set. Mazzia and Juett (2009) apply a Naive Bayes model to estimate the maximum a posteriori
probability of each hashtag class given the words of the tweet. Furthermore, Godin et al. (2013) propose
to incorporate topic models to learn the underlying topic assignment of language classified tweets, and
suggest hashtags to a tweet based on the topic distribution. Under the assumption “hashtags and tweets
are parallel description of a resource” that proposed by Liu et al. (2011), Ding et al. try to integrate
latent topical information into translation model. The model uses topic-specific word trigger to bridge
the vocabulary gap between the words in tweets and hashtags (Ding et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2013).

Most of the works mentioned above are based on textual information. There have also been some
attempts that combine text with other types of data. Kywe et al. propose a collaborative filtering model
to incorporate user preferences in hashtag recommendation (Kywe et al., 2012). Besides that, Zhang et
al. (2014) and Ma et al. (2014) try to incorporate temporal information. Gong et al. (2015) propose to
model type of hashtag as a hidden variable into their DPMM (Dirichlet Process Mixture Models) based
method.
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More recently, Gong and Zhang (2016) propose an attention-based convolutional neural network,
which incorporates a local attention channel and global channel for hashtag recommendation. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work yet on employing both topic models and deep neural
networks for this task.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated a novel topical attention-based LSTM model for the task of hashtag recom-
mendation. We adopted the architecture of LSTM to avoid hand-crafted features. Our model incorporates
topic modeling into the LSTM architecture through an attention mechanism and takes over the advan-
tages of the both. Through evaluations run on a large dataset from Twitter, we have demonstrated that
the proposed method outperforms competitive baseline methods effectively.

The present work does not consider the use of other types of data in microblogs for hashtag recom-
mendation. In the future, other types of data such as user information and temporal information can be
incorporated into the model. We will also consider using alternative topic models which are particularly
designed for short microblog texts such as Twitter-LDA (Zhao et al., 2011).
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